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The following databases (with exceptions noted) have been licensed by the Alabama Virtual Library and are 

accessible online through the Calhoun Library Web site http://lib.calhoun.edu/Lib/dbsubject.html. A Username (C 

Number) and Password (last name) are required for off campus access.   

  

CREDO Reference (Licensed by Calhoun)   
  

Credo Reference offers a good starting place for research. It offers a search engine similar to Google, but instead 

of searching free resources on the Internet, results come from a library of hundreds of trusted reference sources. It can 

be described as a ‘scholarly, peer-reviewed Wikipedia’.   

  

Credo features full text content, including images, from reference books covering a broad range of subjects. 

Narrow the results by subject, entry type, media, person, and publication date. Search any topic or subject in Credo 

Reference content and continue the search in the Library Catalog and online databases for more information. Use Gadgets 
to answer short questions, get a definition, locate an image, etc.  

  

EBSCOhost  
  

Academic Search Premier  

 Offers full text for more than 4,770 multi-disciplinary publications, including more than 3,900 peer-reviewed 

journals. PDF backfiles to 1975 and beyond are available for well over one hundred journals, and searchable cited 

references are provided for more than 1,000 titles. This database is updated on a daily basis.  

  

Business Source Premier  

 Provides full text for more than 2,200 scholarly business journals, including full text for more than 1,100 peerreviewed 

titles. Coverage includes virtually all subject areas related to business. This database provides full text (PDF) for more than 

350 of the top scholarly journals dating as far back as 1922 (Harvard Business Review). In addition to scholarly journals, 

this database also includes Gartner Market Research Reports, DATAMONITOR company reports, SWOT Analyses, and is 

updated on a daily basis.  

  

CINAHL Plus with Full-Text (Licensed by Calhoun)  

Offers a comprehensive source of information in the fields of nursing and allied health programs and provides full  

text for more than 760 journals. Journal articles are also useful for microbiology classes.   

  

Literary Reference Center Plus (Licensed by Calhoun)  

Offers literary criticism essays and articles for short stories, poems, and novels in full text literary journals; author 

biographies; literary reference books, Critical Insights, literary study guides, and much more.  

  

Nursing Reference Center (Licensed by Calhoun)  

Serves as a comprehensive reference tool designed to provide relevant clinical resources for nurses and students 

in nursing programs. Provides in-depth content covering conditions & diseases, patient education resources, drug 

information, continuing education, lab & diagnostic detail, best practice guidelines and more. Look for the 2-page Quick 

Lessons and Evidence-Based Care Sheets.  

  

Points of View Reference Center  

Points of View Reference Center contains a balance of materials from all viewpoints, including more than 1,300 

main essays, leading political magazines from both sides of the aisle, newspapers, radio & TV news transcripts, primary 

source documents and reference books. Each of the main essays includes links to related full-text articles hand-picked by 

the editor.  

  

Full text content provides the basis from which students can realize and develop persuasive arguments and essays,  

better understand controversial issues and develop analytical thinking skills. Critical Thinking Guides for every topic covered 

helps the student judge Fact vs. Opinion and enhances one’s ability to read and think critically.  
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ERIC  

Offers more than 1.4 million records and links to more than 323,000 full text documents in education.  

  

Health Source: Consumer Edition  

Offers full text for 80 journals and newsletters, including the Harvard Health Letter as well as abstracts and 

indexing for over 130 general health, nutrition and professional health care publications.    

  

History Reference Center    

Features full text for 1,990 historical reference books, encyclopedias and non-fiction books. The database also 

includes full text for 57,000 historical documents, 80,000 biographies of historical figures, 46,000 historical photos and 

maps, and 80 hours of historical film and video.  

  

MasterFILE Premier  

Offers full text for over 1,730 periodicals as well as abstracts and indexing for nearly 2,700 journals, many dating 

back to 1975. Magazines in MasterFILE Premier are what you would expect to find in a public library.  

  

Professional Development Collection  

Offers full text for 519 education journals, of which 356 are peer-reviewed.  

  

Newspaper Source  

 Provides cover to cover full text for 40 national and international newspapers. This database also offers selective full text 

for 330 regional (US) newspapers. In addition, full text TV transcripts are accessible—CBS News, CNN, CNN International, 

FOX News, NPR, and more.  

  

Vocational and Career Collection    

Provides full text coverage for trade and industry related periodicals including American Machinist, Aerospace 
Power Journal, Air Conditioning Heating & Refrigeration News, Advertising Age, and more.  

  

Military and Government Collection  

  Provides full text for nearly 300 military related and general interest magazines.  

  

Regional Business News   

Provides comprehensive full text coverage for regional business publications. Regional Business News 
incorporates coverage of almost 106 business journals, newspapers and newswires from all metropolitan and rural 

areas within the United States and Canada, including titles from Crain Communications.  

  

  

PROQUEST Newspapers (Licensed by Calhoun)    

 Offers full text content of 1,165 national and international newspapers (including Wall St. Journal and NY Times), 134 

Wire Feeds, some trade journals and magazines.  

  

  

Britannica Online  
 Access the academic edition of the online version of Britannica Encyclopedia. BO also offers MerriamWebster Dictionary 

and a World Atlas.  

    

PUBMED (Free Web source from the U.S. National Library of Medicine)   

Includes millions of citations from MEDLINE and other life science journals for biomedical and  

microbiology articles back to the 1950s, with links to some full text articles.  

  

  

Oxford English Dictionary (OED Online)  
  Represents the accepted authority on the evolution of the English language over the last millennium. The  

OED is an unsurpassed guide to the meaning, history, and pronunciation of over half a million English words, both present 

and past. Sign up to learn a new word every day.  

  

  

Oxford Reference     
  Brings together language and subject reference works from one of the world's biggest reference publishers into 

a single, cross-searchable resource. Examples: The Oxford Companion to the Body and The Oxford Companion  

to American Literature. This AVL database offers full text books useful for college and home.  

  

  

ARTstor Digital Library (Licensed by Calhoun)  
ARTstor Digital Library makes accessible nearly 1.4 million images in collections from hundreds of museums,  



artists, artists' estates, photographers, scholars, special collections, and photo archives. Collections serve the 

interdisciplinary teaching and research needs for visual materials in the arts, architecture, humanities, and sciences.  

Commercial use of images in the ARTstor Digital Library is prohibited under the license agreement.  

  

  

Chronicle of Higher Education Online (Licensed by Calhoun)  
Create a free, individual Chronicle account using your First Class email address.  
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